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Abstract 
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Since 1967, at Showa Base (geomag. lat. 69" S) in the Antarctic, the polarization, 

incident angle and arriving direction of the VLF emissions in 5, 12 and 25 KHz bands, 
have been studied by means of two crossed loops and a vertical antenna, through the 

analysis of the Lissajous' figure. The sense of rotation of the polarization plane in 

750 Hz, 12 and 25 KHz bands, has been studied by means of two crossed loop an
tennas and the polarimeter. In this paper, the principle and the system of observation 

are discussed. 

Showa Base is constructed on a rocky ground, so that the earth conductivity will 

be very low. The error due to very low conductivity will occur only in the case of 

measurement of polarization ratio and phase difference between normal and abnor

mal waves. But, these errors are thought to be negligible in most cases. 

Since 1963, the polarization and arriving direction of VLF emissions have been 

studied by means of two crossed loops with their planes in N - S and E- W directions, 

and the goniometer arrangement at Moshiri Observatory (geomag. lat. 34°) . Except 

for few cases of high level emission events, the desirable data could not be obtained, 

because in the low latitude such as Moshiri, the emission levels are generally too low 

and the atmospherics 'lre too strong to measure polarization and direction of the 
former. 

1. Introduction 

In Australia, Ellis (1960) studied the direction of arrival of VLF em1sstons by 
means of the goniometer arrangements. In the middle latitude, this method is 

reasonable, because the emissions are nearly vertically polarized and m oderately strong, 
furthermore the duration is long enough and the variation of the amplitude is not 

much irregular. 

In Sweden, Harang and Hauge (1965) studied the direction by switching a lternately 
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the crossctl loop antennas to the prea111plificr, ami investigated the sense of rotation 

of the polarization plane by displaying the patterns on the cathode ray tube. They 

found that there were few occasions where the em issions had right -handed circular 

polarization for the case of almost verlical incidence and that the direction finding 

ex perimen ts with a simple goniometer arrangement were not suitable for the sou rce 

area of high latitude. 

X 

2. Observation at Showa Base in the Antarctic 

2. 1. Principle of the observation 

F ig. 

u 

Wove Normal 

Coordina te ")'s tem 

angle of incidence 

azim uthal angle 

The principle of the observational method 

of atmospherics ,,·as once discussed by one of the' 

authors (lwai 1962) a nd this ca n be applied for 

Antarctic observation. 

The symbols used m this paper are listed 

below. 

::r, y, z : 

(J) 

ca rtesian coordinates : z is measured 

vertically upward and :r-y pla ne is 

on the ground. 

angular wave f rcq uency; a time 

factor exp (j w t ) is used 111 th is 

paper. 

11, II,, ll,, : x. y and z component s of magnetic field at a point P, respcctiYcly. 

E.r, E,, E,, : .r, y and z components of electric fie ld at a point P, respecti\'cly. 

E~> li 1• clecu·ic and magnetic components of normal wave (E 1 exists in th e.: 
plane of incidence) 

E2, H 2, : electric a nd magnetic components of abnormal wave (E~ is perpen 
di cular to the plane of incidence) 

p1, (h, : comp lex reflection coefficieu ts of normal a nd a bnormal \\ aves, re

spectively 
i, 

N, A, 

wave length 

amplitudes of magnetic field of normal and abnormal waves, re 
spectively 

q' phase difference between normal and abnormal waves 

a specific conductivity 

'' diclcctt·ic constant 
h height of a point P 
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Each com ponent or magnetic and electric field ~ at P is 

II I I+ ( . 4r:h · ) }l-I . · 0 {I ( .4r.h . l H 0 · .• - \- flz cx p - J J. cos 1 z cost s•n - + fl• C-'P - J l. cos 1) J • co~ 

II ( I ( · 4r.h · J} 11 · I} ( I . k:h . l H . 0 
y= - ·r- f12 e.'\p - ; ), COS I tCOStCOS + l + fl teXp !- ; J. COS/ ) J 1 S ill 

j . { I ( . 4rrh . ) } E . O {I ( . 4r.h ~ y = - + fit ex p - J J. cos t • • cos z cos - + p2 ex p - J i. cos 

E , = { I + p1 cxp ( -j 4~hcos i ) }E1 sm 

1 I ere, the authors assume as follows. 

i ) }Ez cos 0 

i ) }E2 Sill 0 

(a) The VLF emission is, in general, a downcoming plane wave and IS ellipti

cally pola rized':' . 

(b ) The ground is fla t and perfectl y conductive. 

(c) The wave is a sin gle frequency sine wave. 

The assumption fa ) is, perhaps, reasonable for the reception of the \'LF em tsswn~ 

withi n source a rea. It is possible in most cases, to a ssume that the ground is perfectly 

conductive for VLF range. The assum ption fc) wi ll be accepted if the na rrow ba nd 

pass filters arc used and the patterns for initial cycles are discussed. 

Thus, we assum e p1 ~ I , p2 - I a nd J. I' h 

hence, n, =-2A cos i sin 0 sin (uJt + q> ) -21\' cos(} Slll CJ>t 

H y = - 2/\ cos i cos 0 si n (wt -1 (jJ) + 2N sin () sin c•J t 
E, 2:-.1 sin i ~ in oJ t 

11, = E,. Ey = 0 

where, H 1 = N sin wt 

H2 = A sin (wt + ¢) 

E 1 - N sin oJ t 

It is, therefore. clear that onl y H ., H v and E, ha ve to be discussed for \'LF 

range. 

* Unle;:. t he wave is e ll iptically po la ri zt:d , th e m e thod that "ill be discus:.cd tn 2. I. I , 

2. I. 2 is not u seful in ge n eral. 
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2. 1. 1 Observational method of rotating crossed loops 

In practice, the goniometer is used in place of rotating crossed loops. If H.., and 

Ez a re displayed on a rectangular coordinate, the pattern becomes an ellipse in general.~' 

8 will have a moment where 8= 0° or 180° as the goniometer goes round. Then, 

we will get 

H..,= =t=2N sin w t 

Hv = =t=2A cos i sin (wt +~) 

Ez = 2N sin i sin wt 

And H.,.JEz = =F (1/sin i) 

Therefore, the pattern becomes a straight line as 

shown in Fig. 2. 

lf 0=0° , the pattern exists m the 2-4 quadrant. 

If 0= 180°, the pattern exists in the 1- 3 quadrant. 

And, 1/J = tan - 1 (sin i) 

Thus, i is determined a nd 8 is indicated by the 

rotation a ngle of the goniometer without 180° 

ambiguity. This method will be effectively 

used when the VLF emissions will come suc

cessively keeping the arr ival direction constant 

throughout an observation period. If H x and 

Hv are displayed on a rectangular coordinate, 

the pattern also becomes an ellipse in general.*':' 

As shown in Fig. 3, A cos i/N and sin rp can be 

determined. Therefore, polarization ratio A/N 

is obtained. ¢ is determined by consideration 

of the quadrant where the long axis of the 

ellipse exists and of the sense of rotation of the 

point vector.""''' Thus, a ll the physical pro
perties of the emissions can be obtained. 

9•180. 

Fig. 2 H ..,-E, pattern when 

0 = 0° or 180° 

I 
I --1--------
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

--~~----~~~~~~-----~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ---------f--
1 
I 

Fig. 3 H,-Hv pattern when 

0 = 0° or 180° 

* When 1he wave is linearly polarized (i. e. A = 0, N =0 or 9 = 0° or 180°) H , - H, pattern 

becomes always a str aight line. 

** When the wave is linearly p o larized, H , Hv pattern becomes always a straight line. 

*** discussed in the appendixes 
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2. 1. 2 Observational method of fixed crossed loops 

Within source area, the physical properties of the emission vary rapidly , so that, 
it is difficult, in general, to use the goniometer arrangement. Then, H,-H 11 figure 

whose brightness is modulated by E, (Fig. 4) and Hx-E. figure (Fig. 5) will be effec
tive to find these quantities. If Hx-H , figure is displayed only during plus half of 

few cycles of E,, the symmetric line for the cutting axis of the half ellipse with respect 
to the straight line H .. = H 11 gives the direction.':' Thus, the direction is briefly deter
mined without 180° ambiguity. 

If E.= 0, 
we have H x= =F 2A sin if! cos i sin 0 

Hy= =t= 2A sin ¢ cos i cos 8 
and H 11/ H.r= cot 8= tan (1C/ 2- 8) for the cutting ax1s. If the coordinate axes (H ,., H v) 

are rotated clockwise by angle 0 and the new axes are written as Hr, Hy. :H,, H11 can 
be given as follows: - H,=-2N sin wt, H 11 = -2A sin (wt+ ¢) cos i. 

This is, therefore, the same expression as 2. 1. I, where 0 = 0°. Thus, A cos i/N and 
¢ are determined by the same way as 2. 1. l , and H,- E, figure is an ellipse in general 
(Fig. 5) . The symbols given in Fig. 5 have the meaning as follows: -

p = 2kN I sin 0 sin !'6 I , m = 2N sin i 

= _ 2kN sin i I sinO sin ¢ I 
q (k2 sin2 0+2k sin 0 cos 0 cos ¢ + cos2 0) ~ 

L = 2N (k2 sin2 0+2k sin 0 cos 0 cos ¢ + cos2 0) ~ 

k = A cos i/N 

Therefore, we get m/p = sin i/k I sin 0 sm ¢ 1, from which we can determine value. 

Wo't• Hormol 

iit 
e / 

I 

........ .... -
' ... Hx 

Fig. 4 H,-H~ figure during plus 

half cycles of E, 

"' discu5sed in the appendixe~ 

Fig. 5 H ,-E, pattern 
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Thus, all the quantttles can be obtained without any ambiguity. But, if the wave ts 
linearly polari zed, the quantities can not be determined in general.':' 

2. 1. 3 Observation of the sense of rotation of the polari7ation plane 

Through the phase shifting circuit, two H.r's are led or lagged at right a ngles and 

added to two H v's, respectively. 

According! y, 

Amplitude of (H./· +H9) = 2{ (A2 cos2 i + N2 ) + 2AN cos i sin rp }~ 

Amplitude of (H..,-+ H y) = 2{ (A2 cos2 i + N 2)- 2AN cos i sin ¢}~ 

And, 

Amplitude of (Hx++ H 11) = { k2 + I + 2k sin rp }!1 = C 
Amplitude of (Hx- + H y) k2 + l - 2k sin rp 

where, H/ : H,. led by goo 
H r- H,. lagged by goo 

therefore, if C > l 

if C < l 

if c = l 

c 

10 

5 

2 

0.5 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

r ight-handed elliptically polarized 
left-handed elliptically polarized 

linearly polarized. 

- 30° - 60° - 30° 0 0 30° 
- 120° - 150° ± 180° 150° 

Fig. 6 C represents the ratio or right-handed polarized 

wave to left-handed polarized wave. 

* Ir the wave 1s vertically po larized (A = 0) or horizontally po larized (N = 0), the quan

titi es can be obtained. But, ir \'=0° or 180° (N "< O and A ~ 0) , the quantities can not 

be obtained. 
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Degree of the polarization can be roughly estimated from C (Fig. 6) . 

2. 2 Observing technique applied for Antarctic observation 

The method of fixed goniometer corresponds to 2. I. 2. In these observations, it 

is very important to keep fairly well the phase relation of the systems which contain 
antenna circuits. In the two cases (l ) and (2) , shown in Fig. 7, N - S and E- W systems 
must have st rictly equal gain and phase while in the case (3) , it is necessary not only 

to keep fairly well the phase relation but also to check the ga in difference between 

N- S system and vertical system. 

Next, the method of rotating goniometer corresponds to 2. 1. 1. For example, for 
the investigation of the relation between the movement of the source, (which means 

the transmission point through the ionosphere) and the auroral motion, the goniometer 
has only to be rotated for H r- E. pattern to assume a straight line. And then, it is 
able to detect the direction and incident angle successively, even if N and ¢> make a 

variation. On the one hand, right-handed and left-handed polarized waves are con

tinuously recorded on the chart paper, so that it can be discussed how it polarizes, 

if we investigate the ratio of both levels. 

Frg. 7 Block diagram of the apparatus at Showa Base 

loop antenna: 

triangle type, 20m (height), 40m (base) , 2 tu rns 

vert ical antenna: 10m (height) 

----(I) 

---- (2) 

--- (3) 

(I ) : f o r right-handed a nd left-handed polar ized wave at 750 

Hz, 12 KHz and 25 KHz 

(2) : H,-H v f igure at 5, 12 or 25 KHz 

(3) : H ,-E, fig ure at 51 12 or 2:> Krh 
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2. 3 Errors due to the very low conductivity 

At Showa Base, the ground consists of huge block of rocks and the conductivity is 

thought to be very low. Therefore, the ground can not be thought to be perfectly 

conductive, enn in VLF r a nge. The reflection coefficients p1 and p2 a re complex in 

general and written as follows: -

Pt =l Pt l exp (-j®J) 

Pz=l Pz l exp (- j<E>2) 

For 2. I. I, 

if 0= 0° or 180°, H x/E, = =t= (!/sin i ) 

Thus, i and 0 contain no error. 

For 2. 1. 2, 

if E, = O, H 1j H .r= cot 0 for the cutting ax1s of half ellipse. 

Thus, 0 contains no error. 

When H x and H y are rotated clockwise by angle 0, the new axes are written as 

H, and Hy. 

H,=-(l + Pt) Hl 

Bv= (- l + p2) H2 cos i 

These are equivalent to H ,., H y, when 0= 0°. 

The errors of A/N and ¢ can be discussed on H_,. -H!i figure given by F ig. 8-1, if we 

investigate the K value which is given by 

(I l (2) 

Fig . 8 (I) : H,-Hy fi gure (i.e. H..,-Hv figure when 8=0° or 180°) 

when the conductivity is low 

(2) : H , - E, figure when the conductivity is low 



~CI}~{ l-2 1 {Jz l cos ®2 + I P? 1 2 }!1 
N l +21 Pt I cos ®t + I Pt 12 

If we define D.k as D.k = K - k, we get 

D.k/ K = l - (_!_±21Pt l cos ®t+ l p1 12 }!1 
1- 2 I P2 I cos ®2 + I P2 I 2 

If w, i, a, " are given, Ph p2, ®h ®2 are calculated and we can evaluate/::;. k/ K , 

where, 

And 

a = -N (l+ lp11cos ®1) 

b = N ! Ptl sin®1 

c = A cos i{ - cos ¢+ I P2l cos (¢-®z) } 

d = A cos i{ - sin¢+ I pz l sin (¢ - ®2) } 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 

1. 0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 

Fig. 9 

750Hz 

12 kHz 

l.O 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
oo 

5 kHz 

30° 60° 

25 KH:z 

1.0 F--~--= 

0 . 8 F 2:::::::-......._ 

0.6 

0. 4 

0.2 

0 oo 90° 

Absolute value of reflection coefficient, Solid curves show the 

coefficients vertically polarized waves - i. e. I p 1 I , Broken curves 

show the coefficients of horizontally polarized waves - i.e . l p2 l 
1: K= IOO, o = 2.78 x t0- 6 u / m 

2: ~< = 4, o = 5 X I0- 5 u / m 

3: ~< =8, o=5 X I0- 3 u / m 

9 
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where 

cos A ¢ =__!.::_1 P2 1 cos 82+ I PI J cos <6>1- J PI I. IP2 1 cos (<6>2-E>d 
( 1 + 2 1 P1 1 cos el + 1 P1 1 2) J.1 (I - 2 1 P2 1 cos €>2 + 1 P2 12J J.1 

sin J. ¢ = __ 1 P2l sin <82+ I Pt I sin <S>t + I Pt I • I P2 l sin (82- ®t l 
(1+2 1pt]cos <S>t+ l p, I2)J.1 (l - 2 1p21cose>z+ lp2I2)J.1 

Assuming that the reflecting surface is dry earth (1C = 4, d = 5X I0- 5 u/m ) or ice 

(!C = IOO, d = 2.78x - 6 U/m), Pt,P2,<B>"<8>2 for 750Hz, 5, 12 and 25 KHz can be obtained 

as shown in Figs. 9, 10 and then A k; K and A ¢ are calculated as shown in Fig. II. 

And i is determined on H x- E, figure. 

I f S' =m'/p' (see Fig. 8-2), sin i= S' I sin 0 I · K · I sin (¢+J.¢ ) 1. 

Therefore, i has no error. 

Thus, for 2. I. I or 2. I. 2, i, 0 have no error a nd the errors m A/ N and ¢ are 

roughly neg lig ibl e if the frequency is in VLF range and inc ident angle is moderate. 

200° 

180° 
100° 

50° 

oo 

200° 

180° 
100° 

50° 

oo 

750Hz 

8z 

e, e, 
50° 

2 2__/,. 
I 3 oo 

o· 30° 60° 90° oo 30° 60° 90° 

Gz 12KHz 200° Gz 2 5 kHt 

'• 180° 
100° 

e, __) 50° ~~ 
z.,.. I oo . .., 

oo 30° 60° 90° oo 30° 60° 90° 

Fig. 10 Ph ase angle o f reflec tion coeffic ient 

0, corresp onds to verticall y polarized wave. 

0 2 corres ponds to horizontally polarized wave. 

1: ~< = 1 00, ~ = 2.7Bx i0-6 u/m 

2: K= 4, '> = SX I0- 5 1)/m 

3: ~< =8, ~ = 5 x to-3 u/m 
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tH j K ,.:=. 
t>kj K 

If •:Sxlo·'vm 1<·100 

0.5 0.5 
" •2J&Io·•v/m 

25 kHt 

0.4 0.4 
12 l(Ht 

5 KHz 0.3 0.3 
5 KHI 750Hz 

0.2 0.2 
750~z 

0.1 0 .l 

0 0 oo 300 60° 90° oo 300 60° 90° 

A¢ X• 4 A¢ 

20° 
4'•5-<l<l'5viA1 

20° 

1{•100 

"'• 2.78<IO ... VIm 

10° 10° 

750Hz 

5KHz 

oo oo 25KHz 

oo 30° 60° 90° oo JO O 60° 90° i 

Fig. I I 

3. Observation at Moshiri 

In the low or middle latitude, the levels of the VLF emissions are much lower 

than those of atmospherics. So that, only the continuous type emissions can be ob
served by using the minimum level reading circuit developed by Ellis (1959) and Iwai 

(1964). In order to distinguish the VLF emissions from the atmospherics, the strength 
of the atmospherics is recorded on the chart paper. One of the purposes of the 

observation of the physical properties described a bove is, of course, to investigate 
nature of VLF emissions, however, another purpose is to find VLF emissions burying 

in a tmospherics. 

3. 1 Observing techniqu~ at Moshiri 

Two channel outputs from the goniometer that automatically turns round with a 
period of 30 minutes, are divided into two branches, respectively and the signal on 
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the first channel is supplied to the phase shifting circuit, m which the signal is led 

and lagged by right angle and addec to the signal on the second channel. Then, the 

incoming signals are divided into right-handed and left-handed polari zed waves. 

Five signals - two channel outputs from the goniometer, vertical antenna output, 

right-handed and left-handed polarized waves-, are supplied separately to five 

narrow band amplifiers and each is rectifies to d- e and averaged for I milli -second 

and then fed to a resistance-capacitance circuit with a charging time constant of I 

minute and a discharging time constant of 2 milli-second and then recorded on a 

running chart paper. (Iwai et al. 1964) 

3. 2 Principle of the observation 

The authors assume as follows: -

(a) VLF emission is, in general, a downcoming plane and single frequency sine 

wave and elliptically polarized. 

(b) The ground is flat and perfectly conductive. 

(c) Physical properties of the emissions do not vary quickly. 

Amplitude of Hx can be given as follows: -

Amplitude of H r= (2 ( (A2 cos2 i+ N2) 2-4A2 N 2 cos2 i sin2 ¢>}1~ sin (20 +81) 

+2 (A2 cos2 i+N2)) ~ 

where 
N 2-A2 cos2 i 

sm {11 = ( (A 2 cos2 i + N2) 2 -4A2 ' 2 cos2 i sin2 ¢} ll 

2AN cos i cos rp 
cos 8t = { (A2 cosz i + N2) 2- 4A2 N2 cos2 isin2 ¢} 11 

Thus. it is clear that the amplitude varies accord

ing as the goniometer is rotated. 

And so, 

Amplitude of H . IS max., if sin (20+ /i1) = l 

Amplitude of H .., IS min., if sin (20+Stl =- 1 

Then, the direction is given by the next formula. 

- see Fig. 12 

0= 0q+ 0t ((j1 ) = 00 +0t (A, N, i, ¢!) 

where, 00 : rotation angle of the goniometer for 

the max. or min. of Hx. 

Besides, the analysis for H y is a lso identical. 

As a result, 

Amplitude of (Hx± +Hy} =2( (A2 cos2 i+N2) 

±2AN cos i sin </!P~ 

.. 
Wov~Normal 

" 

Fig. 12 y represents the direction 

toward north. N - S plane 

of the loop is, equivalently, 
directed along y' when the 

goniometer is rotated at 

angle 89 . 89 is the rotation 

angle of the goniometer 

when the amplitude beco

mes max. or min. and then 

81 is the angle be t ween N- S 
plane rotated li. e. y') and 

the wave normal. 
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Amplitudes of (H.,- + H y), Hr, Hy and E, are calibrated by inserting a test signal. 

Then, (A 2 cos2 i + N 2) , AN cos i sin¢, N sin i are given. Thus, there are only four 
equations for five unknown quantities (A, N, i, rp, fJ) and it is necessary to give one 
quantity. 
For example, 

(I) If the wave ts vertically polarized, A=O and all the quantities are de
termined. 

(2) If the wave propagates with the wave guide first mode between the iono

sphere and the earth with perfect conductivity, cos i = c/ 2 hf 

where c : light velocity 
f : frequency 
h : height of the ionosphere 

Then, (} has 45° and 180° ambiguity in general. Thus, it 1s generally unable to 

detect the direction by using the goniometer arrangement, except vertically polarized 

wave. 

3. 3 Observational result 

At Moshiri, the ratio of the level of right-handed polarized wave to that of 

left-handed polarized wave is usually near I or slightly smaller than I. Judging from 

this result, the wave seem to be linearly polarized or slightly left-handed polarized. 
Thus, it is assumed that the emissions received in the low latitude are vertically 

polarized. Therefore, in some few cases of high level emissions, the method of the 
goniometer is effective in order to detect the direction of the emissions even in the 

low latitude such as Moshiri. An example is shown in Fig. 13. 

VLF Emlssions(4-6 KHz) 
obsvved o1' Moshiri 1963· 1 0 •30' 

... 
~_tiiAMJe-~v-P'A!fY-:rMIIH# t\1,\ t&\VM:N\tltirht\i \ 

Olrectlon of ctrrival 
Fig. 13 A sample record showing the arrival direction of VLF emissions 

observed at Moshiri. When VLF emissions appear, the direction 

is seen to be rough ly toward north (auro ral zone). When VLF 

emiss ions do not appear, the direction is toward south-west 

(source region of atmospherics) . 
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But, unfortunately, a trial to detect the incident angle by means of vertical 

antenna, ended in a fa ilure, because the emissions were too weak and the error due 

to the ground noise was ser ious. VLF emissions observed at Moshiri seem to include 
local emissions (T a na ka et al. 1968) . 

If the local emissions come down through over-head ionosphere, they are expected 

to be elliptically polarized in general and so the observation of right-handed a nd 

left-handed polarized waves is interesting from this point of view. 
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Appendixes 

>:::::* In H2-Hv figure for 0= 0° or 180° (i.e. fi .l:-H?J figure), the equa tion of Lhe ellipse 1s 

where, a = 4A2 cos2 i, h= - 4AN cos i cos tp 

If the axes (H r, H y) are rotated by angle a a nd the new axes are represented by 

(H.,.', H / ) , 

F (Hr', H /) = a'H/ 2 +2h'Hx'Hy'+b'Hy'2 +c = 0 



( I ) 

/ 
/ 

(2) 

H' y 
/ 

fig. 14 Hx-Hu figu res for the two different ranges of cos ¢ 

(I) : for lo ng axis in 2- 4 quadrant, cos ¢ < 0 

(2): for long axis in 1- 3 quadrant, cos 9 ) 0 

where, a' = a cosz a+ h sin 2a+ b sin2 a, 2h' = 2h cos 2a - (a-b)sin2a 

b '=a sin2 a - h sin 2a+b cos2 a 

If h' = O (i.e. tan 2a=2h /(a-b), provided O( a ( rr/2), 

the equation of the ellipse is written on the new coordinate axis as 

And a'-b' = (l / 2h) sin 2a {4h2 + (a-b) 2 ) 

Therefore, 

if h ) 0 (i. e cos ¢> ( 0), a' ) b ' (i. e. the long axis exists in 2-4 quad rant) · 

if h ( 0 (i. e. cos ¢> ) 0), a' ( b' (i. e. the long axis exis ts in 1-3 quadrant) 

and vice versa. 

15 

Applying the brightness control method to Hx-Hu figure on a CRT, the ta il of 

the ha lf ellipse can be made to vanish gradua lly, so that the sense of rotation of the 
point vector can easily be seen on it. 

If right-handed polariza tion, we get sin ¢> ) 0, 

if left-handed polarization, WC1 get sin ¢> ( 0. 

And I sin tp I is given in H r-Hv figure. Thus, tp is determined. 

* If H r-Hv figure is displayed during plus half cycles, H r and Hy at the starting 

point of the ha lf ellipse (i. e. 0 shown in Fig. 15) are given by 
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H~ Wove Normal 
I 

right-handed polarized 

I 
I 

HI' Wave Normal 

I 
I 

left-handed polarized 

Fig. 15 H,-H y figure during plus half cycles of E, 

0 : starting point of the locus, The wave comes 

from the direction of arrow. 

H,=-2A cos i sin¢> sm 0 

H y= - 2A cos i sin ¢ cos 8, for sin wt= O, cos wt = I 

Then, for right-handed polarized wave, starting point angle 0 takes a value m first 

quadrant. 
And for left-handed polarized wave, starting point angle 0 takes a value in third 

quadrant. 
Therefore, 0 is an angle in the quadrant, where the locus of the half ellipse exists. 
And, for the figure during minus cycles, 0 is an angle in the quadrant, in which the 

locus does not exist. 


